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The Effect of Mind-Sets on Consumer Decision
Strategies

ALISON JING XU
ROBERT S. WYER JR.*

When consumers consider their preference for one of a set of products without
having decided whether or not they want to buy something, they develop a “which-
to-buy” mind-set that increases their likelihood of making a purchase both in the
situation at hand and in subsequent unrelated situations. The effect of this mind-
set is evident regardless of the commonality of the alternatives’ features and re-
gardless of whether or not the purchase decision is revocable. The mind-set that
is induced by stating preferences in one situation influences the thoughts that
people generate in response to other unrelated situations they encounter subse-
quently and consequently affects their actual purchase behavior in these situations.

Purchase decisions often occur in two steps. First, con-
sumers tentatively decide whether or not they want to

make a purchase, based on the options available and their
need for the type of product being considered. Then, if this
decision is affirmative, they consider which of the alter-
natives they prefer. Sometimes, however, consumers con-
sider their preference for one product over others before
they make a decision to buy something. For example, cus-
tomers who are browsing or window-shopping might be
asked by an acquaintance or an enterprising salesperson
which of several products they prefer. They might not have
had any prior intention to make a purchase. Having com-
puted their preference, however, they might proceed as if a
decision to make a purchase has already been made. Con-
sequently, they might be more likely to make a purchase
than they would if they had explicitly considered whether
they wanted to buy something at the outset.

We propose a theoretical account of this phenomenon. We
assume that the process of determining which of several
options one would prefer to buy presupposes that a decision
to purchase something has already been made. As a result,
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it creates a mind-set that directs thoughts away from the
option of not buying anything at all and consequently in-
creases the likelihood of making a purchase in the situation
at hand. Furthermore, once this mind-set is activated, it gen-
eralizes to other, unrelated situations, increasing the likeli-
hood of making a purchase in these situations as well.

Four studies support this possibility. Experiment 1
showed that consumers evaluate choice alternatives more
favorably, and are more disposed to purchase one of the
alternatives, if they have previously indicated which alter-
native they prefer than if they have not. Experiment 2
showed that the mind-set induced by reporting a preference
can increase the likelihood of making a purchase in situa-
tions that are unrelated to the one in which the mind-set
was activated. Thus, for example, consumers who have de-
cided which product they would prefer in one domain (com-
puters) become more inclined to make a purchase in another,
quite different domain (vacation packages). Experiment 3
identified a situation in which the mind-set breaks down and
also related our findings to the shopping momentum effect
(cf. Dhar, Huber, and Khan 2007). Finally, experiment 4
showed that inducing a which-to-buy mind-set can influence
actual purchase decisions (i.e., the purchase of candy that
is on sale on completion of the experiment).

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The Impact of Mind-Set on Judgments and
Decisions

A mind-set is characterized by the persistence of cognitive
processes and judgmental criteria that are activated in the
course of performing a task. Once activated, it generalizes
to other situations, affecting responses in these situations as
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well. In a classic demonstration of this tendency, Luchins
(1942; Luchins and Luchins 1959) found that once partic-
ipants had learned a complex rule for solving an initial series
of problems, they persisted in applying this rule to later
problems that could actually be solved much more simply.

The processes that give rise to a mind-set can be con-
ceptualized in terms of theory and research on knowledge
accessibility (for reviews, see Förster and Liberman 2007;
Higgins 1996; Wyer, forthcoming). This research indicates
that once a judgment has been made, it is used as a basis
for subsequent judgments independent of the original in-
formation on which it was based (Carlston 1980; Sherman
et al. 1978). E. R. Smith (1990, 1994) proposed a concep-
tualization of particular relevance to the issues of concern
in this article. He argued that cognitive procedures, like other
types of knowledge, can vary in their accessibility in mem-
ory. Consequently, if a procedure is used in one situation,
it becomes more accessible and is likely to be reactivated
and used to make judgments and decisions in later situations
to which it is applicable. The effect of a mind-set may be
one manifestation of this persistence.

The impact of mind-sets has only recently begun to attract
attention in consumer research. Briley and Wyer (2002)
found that inducing individuals to think of themselves as
members of a group led them to acquire a general disposition
to avoid potentially negative consequences of their decisions
(e.g., a prevention focus; see Higgins 1997). Once activated,
this disposition generalized to situations to which the in-
dividuals’ group membership was totally irrelevant. For ex-
ample, participants preferred products that had the least neg-
ative features without considering the positive features that
accompanied them. Furthermore, they distributed outcomes
equally in a resource allocation situation (thereby minimiz-
ing the negative feelings that the parties involved might
experience) and chose candies of different kinds when leav-
ing the experiment (thereby minimizing the consequences
of making a “wrong” choice).

The impact of mind-set in other consumer research has
been stimulated by Gollwitzer and his colleagues (Goll-
witzer and Bayer 1999; Gollwitzer, Heckhausen, and Steller
1990). They argued that a decision to pursue a particular
goal requires an evaluation of its pros and cons and, there-
fore, induces a deliberative mind-set. In contrast, consid-
ering the sequence of actions that are necessary to attain a
chosen goal activates an implemental mind-set. Once acti-
vated, these mind-sets persist to influence reactions to sub-
sequent activities. For example, participants process mind-
set-congruent information more extensively and generate
more mind-set-congruent thoughts than mind-set-incongru-
ent thoughts in response to novel stimulus situations (Goll-
witzer et al. 1990).

This conceptualization has implications for consumer be-
havior. Dhar et al. (2007) proposed that consumers approach
a purchase situation with a deliberative mind-set. That is,
they decide whether or not they want to buy the particular
product that they are considering. After making an initial
purchase, they acquire an implemental mind-set, and this

mind-set, having been activated, persists. Consequently,
stimulating consumers to make an initial purchase increases
the likelihood of making a second, unrelated purchase.

Evidence that inducing an implemental mind-set can in-
crease participants’ likelihood of making a purchase was
also obtained by Chandron and Morwitz (2005). Moreover,
this mind-set can be induced either directly (by performing
a task that requires thinking about how to attain a goal; see
Taylor and Gollwitzer 1995) or indirectly (by engaging in
a participative pricing exercise). Lee and Ariely (2006) con-
firmed the assumption that consumers spontaneously acquire
different mind-sets at different stages of a shopping expe-
rience and found that promotions have greater effect when
consumers are at the initial stage (and thus have a delib-
erative mind-set) than when they are more clear about their
purchase decisions.

In summary, these studies provide evidence that delib-
erative and implemental mind-sets come into play at dif-
ferent stages of a shopping experience and that once they
are induced, they influence purchase decisions. Although
our conceptualization is not incompatible with the impli-
cations of this research, the mind-set we assume to be op-
erating is somewhat different. We are primarily concerned
with the mind-sets that occur in the course of deliberating
about a purchase, before a consideration of how to imple-
ment the purchase comes into play. In our research para-
digm, more than one choice alternative is involved. We
distinguish between two steps in the deliberation processes:
(a) a decision as to whether or not to buy anything at all
and (b) a decision concerning which of several alternatives
to buy.

The Present Conceptualization

We assume that the cognitive procedure that governs a
mind-set is represented in memory as a sequence of tem-
porally related segments similar to that of a script (Schank
and Abelson 1977) or goal schema (Wyer and Srull 1989)
and that this representation is called upon and used to guide
goal-directed behavior to which it is relevant. The segments
of a procedure can often be viewed as subgoals, each of
which is a precondition for the attainment of the subgoals
that follow it. A mental representation of the procedure for
dining at a restaurant, for example, presumably includes
entering, ordering, eating, and paying. Each of these sub-
goals, in turn, may be attained through a sequence of actions
that are defined at a higher level of specificity.

Situational conditions that require the attainment of one
subgoal in a procedure can often be sufficient to activate
the procedure as a whole. However, the subgoals that com-
prise a procedure are pursued in a specified order. (That is,
restaurant customers do not eat their meal before ordering
it and do not leave before paying the bill.) Consequently,
the activities that are involved in attaining one subgoal are
more likely to stimulate thoughts about subgoals that follow
it than about those that precede it. The reverse is true only
if the outcome of activity directed toward a subgoal is un-
satisfactory. (Thus, a person who finds that his meal is taste-
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less might think about what he might have ordered instead,
or a person who finds the bill to be higher than expected
might wish she hadn’t eaten so much.)

To see the implications of these processes in the present
context, assume for simplicity that consumers in a shopping
situation activate and apply a procedure consisting of three
general subgoals. The first two occur at the deliberative stage
as conceptualized by Gollwitzer et al. (1990), and the third
pertains to the implemental stage, specifically, decide whether
to buy, decide which to buy, make a purchase.

Shoppers who are confronted with a purchase opportunity
and activate this procedure will normally identify the first
subgoal in the sequence (deciding whether to buy) and en-
gage in the operations required to attain it. Then, if their
decision at this stage is affirmative, they proceed to the next
subgoal in the sequence, and so on, until they have attained
their primary objective. If, however, their initial decision is
negative, the remaining subgoals in the sequence become
irrelevant. Consequently, they are likely to stop processing
without performing the cognitive activities required to attain
them.

However, suppose that consumers are induced to consider
the second subgoal in the sequence (deciding which to buy)
without having thought about the first one. They will pre-
sumably select a routine that is relevant to the attainment
of this subgoal and will perform the activities it specifies.
In doing so, however, they are unlikely to consider subgoals
that precede the one being pursued. In other words, deciding
which product to buy may not activate thoughts about
whether to buy. Instead, the consumers may implicitly as-
sume that the first subgoal has already been pursued and
the resulting decision is affirmative. As a consequence, they
are more likely to make a purchase than they would if the
first subgoal actually had been pursued. In short, computing
a relative preference for one alternative over the others may
induce a which-to-buy mind-set that, once activated, is ap-
plied without consulting segments that precede it in the
purchasing procedure as a whole. As implied by our res-
taurant example, these earlier segments may be activated
only if all choice alternatives are particularly undesirable.

To evaluate these possibilities in our research, participants
in one condition were asked to indicate which of two prod-
ucts they would prefer to buy. We assumed that in the course
of performing this task, these participants would activate
the second subgoal of the shopping procedure described
earlier and, therefore, would acquire a which-to-buy mind-
set. Participants in a second condition were asked to decide
whether they would want to purchase one of a set of products
without indicating which alternative they preferred. We as-
sumed that these latter participants would activate the first
subgoal of the shopping procedure but would only pursue
the remaining subgoals if their decision at the first stage
was affirmative and they were motivated to make a final
purchase decision in the situation at hand. These consid-
erations suggest the following hypothesis:

H1: Consumers are more disposed to purchase one
of two alternative products if they have previ-

ously decided which alternative they prefer than
if they have not.

A second hypothesis follows from the assumption that
consumers who have tentatively decided to make a purchase
at the first stage tend to focus on reasons that support this
decision (i.e., positive features of the choice alternatives)
rather than reasons for not doing so (negative features). That
is, they adopt a promotion focus (Higgins 1997). If this is
so, consumers with a which-to-buy mind-set would focus
their attention on positive features of the choice alternatives,
rather than on negative ones, and consequently should eval-
uate these alternatives more favorably.

H2: Consumers will evaluate purchase alternatives
more favorably if they have previously decided
which product they prefer than if they have not.

Finally, if stimulating participants to form a preference
for the alternatives induces a which-to-buy mind-set, the
effects of this mind-set should theoretically persist to affect
behavior in situations that are unrelated to the one in which
it is induced. Thus, the following hypothesis is viable:

H3: Consumers who have stated a preference for
choice alternatives in one product domain are
more willing to make a purchase in other, un-
related product domains than are consumers
who have not stated such a preference.

Alternative Conceptualizations

Several alternative theoretical formulations potentially
have implications for the phenomena under consideration.
Three in particular are worth noting.

Shopping Momentum Effect. The focus of our re-
search and the conceptualization underlying it should be
distinguished from the shopping momentum effect identified
by Dhar et al. (2007). They showed that making an initial
purchase increased the likelihood of making a later purchase
in an unrelated domain. However, two features distinguish
our research from theirs. First, participants in Dhar et al.’s
research were given only one choice alternative and asked
to decide whether they wanted to purchase it. Thus, the
deliberative stage of processing consisted of only one stage
(deciding whether to buy), and the stage we considered in
the present research (deciding which to buy) was not rele-
vant. Second, participants in Dhar et al.’s research actually
made a purchase and, therefore, were motivated to attain
the last (implemental) subgoal of the procedure we assume
to underlie purchase decisions. In contrast, participants in
the present research were only asked to make a tentative
purchase decision (i.e., whether they would want to buy one
of the computers). In this case, participants might perform
the activities relevant to the first subgoal of the procedure
(deciding whether to buy) without being motivated to per-
form later stages. To this extent, an implemental mind-set
was unlikely to be activated. (The implications of this pos-
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sibility are discussed in more detail in the context of ex-
periments 3 and 4.)

Cancellation Effects on Choice Behavior. The pre-
sent research should also be distinguished from the work of
Dhar and Nowlis (2004). Using different experimental pro-
cedures than we employed in the present research, they
found that participants were more willing to purchase a prod-
uct if they were given three options (to choose product A,
to choose product B, or to defer) than if they were given
only two options (to choose one of the products or to defer).
However, this difference occurred only if the alternatives
shared negative features and had unique favorable ones. The
authors concluded that the effect of considering which prod-
uct to buy at the outset on their ultimate likelihood of making
a purchase was largely a consequence of cancellation effects
that occur when comparing individual features of the prod-
ucts in this condition. (That is, if the products have common
negative features, the cancellation of these features leads the
choice alternatives to be seen as more favorable, conse-
quently increasing the willingness to purchase one of them;
Brunner and Wänke 2006; Dhar and Sherman 1996; Hous-
ton and Sherman 1995; Wang and Wyer 2002.)

Although the comparison processes identified by Dhar
and Nowlis (2004) could contribute to the effects implied
by hypotheses 1 and 2, the which-to-buy mind-set we pos-
tulate should influence decisions over and above the effects
of these processes. Thus, the mind-set effect will operate
regardless of the commonality of stimulus features. Finally,
note that cancellation processes are specific to the set of
products that participants are evaluating. In contrast, the
effect of inducing a which-to-buy mind-set should gener-
alize to other product judgment situations as well, as implied
by hypothesis 3. The research to be reported permitted these
possibilities to be evaluated.

Endowment Effects. A third conceptualization is sug-
gested by research on endowment effects (Thaler 1980;
Zhang and Fishbach 2005). That is, once people state a
preference, the preferred alternative might be seen as part
of one’s endowment. If this is so, the failure to choose it
subsequently might be seen as a loss compared to conditions
in which a preference had not been stated. This tendency
could account for a greater tendency to buy a product after
stating a preference than would otherwise be the case. Note,
however, that this conceptualization would not predict an ef-
fect of stating a preference in one product domain on the
likelihood of making a purchase decision in other, unrelated
domains, as implied by hypothesis 3. Thus, support for this
hypothesis would argue against this alternative interpretation.

EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 provided preliminary evidence of the effect
of inducing a which-to-buy mind-set on purchase decisions.
In addition, it determined if the effect occurred over and
above the effects assumed by Dhar and Nowlis (2004) to
underlie purchase decisions.

Participants received information about two equally at-
tractive products, each described by six features: two pos-
itive, two negative, and two neutral. In one condition, par-
ticipants first decided whether they would want to buy one
of the two products or would rather not buy anything at all.
Then, after making this decision, they had to consider which
of the products they preferred. In a second condition, par-
ticipants first indicated which of the two products they pre-
ferred and then, having done so, indicated whether or not
they would want to make a purchase. In all cases, partici-
pants evaluated each product separately after making their
decisions. According to hypothesis 1, asking participants to
state their preference first should induce a which-to-buy
mind-set and, therefore, should increase their willingness to
make a purchase relative to individuals who are asked
whether they wanted to buy something at the outset.

Two additional variables were manipulated. First, to eval-
uate implications of Dhar and Nowlis’s (2004) conceptu-
alization, we constructed choice alternatives that had (a)
unique positive and common negative features, (b) unique
negative and common positive features, or (c) all unique
features. Second, we varied implications of the no-purchase
option that participants were given. In previous research
(Dhar and Sherman 1996; Dhar and Simonson 2003; Tver-
sky and Shafir 1992), participants were usually told to as-
sume that they could either make a purchase immediately
or defer their choice until a later point in time. That is, the
decision to forgo making a purchase was revocable. In these
circumstances, there is no necessary cost to defer choice,
as the original alternatives can be reconsidered if nothing
better comes along.

In many purchase situations, however, alternatives be-
come unavailable if customers do not take advantage of a
purchase opportunity when they have a chance. In these
situations, people are likely to consider their decision more
carefully and, therefore, to evaluate each alternative indi-
vidually on the basis of its common as well as its unique
features. To this extent, cancellation effects on purchase
decisions and evaluations should be less apparent. If re-
porting preferences induces a which-to-buy mind-set, how-
ever, the effects of this mind-set should affect purchase de-
cisions regardless of whether these decisions are revocable
or irrevocable.

Method

Subjects and Design. One hundred twenty-four un-
dergraduates at the Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology participated to fulfill a course requirement. They
were randomly assigned to the 12 conditions of a 2 (pref-
erence-decision order: preference first vs. decision first) #
2 (the implication of taking the no-purchase option: revo-
cable vs. irrevocable) # 3 (feature similarity: unique pos-
itive/common negative features vs. unique negative/com-
mon positive features vs. all unique features) design.

Stimulus Materials. The favorableness and importance
of 17 attributes were determined on the basis of pretesting.
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TABLE 1

ATTRIBUTES USED AS BASES FOR CONSTRUCTING
STIMULUS MATERIALS—EXPERIMENT 1

Favorableness Importance

A. Favorableness and importance of stimulus features:
Positive features (P):

High RAM (P1) 3.93 9.00
Good postpurchase repair

service (P1) 3.57 7.86
Stable operation (P2) 3.86 8.93
Two-year warranty with no

extra cost (P2) 3.64 8.43
Negative features:

Insensitive mouse (N1) �3.93 8.43
Low CPU speed (N1) �4.21 9.21
Poor sound quality (N2) �4.00 8.07
Low hard-disk capacity (N2) �3.71 8.64

Neutral features:
Recommended by friend (O1) .57 5.86
Installment payments (O1) .50 4.07
Sold in a reputable store (O2) .79 6.00
Keyboard with new design (O2) .42 4.71

Replication 1 Replication 2

B. Features used to construct choice alternatives:
Unique positive/common negative

features:
Computer A P1, N1, O1 P2, N2, O2
Computer B P2, N1, O2 P1, N2, O1

Unique negative/common positive
features:

Computer A P1, N1, O1 P2, N2, O2
Computer B P1, N2, O2 P2, N1, O1

All unique features:
Computer A P1, N1, O1 P2, N1, O2
Computer B P2, N2, O2 P1, N2, O1

Twenty subjects rated each attribute along scales from �5
(not at all favorable) to 5 (very favorable) and from 0 (not
at all important) to 10 (very important). Twelve attributes
were selected, of which four were favorable ( )M p 3.75
and important ( ), four were unfavorable (M p 8.56 M p

) and important ( ), and four were relatively�3.96 M p 8.59
neutral ( ) and unimportant ( ). These at-M p 0.57 M p 5.16
tributes, shown in the top section of table 1, were divided
into two sets of six (two at each level of favorableness) and
used to construct two stimulus replications. Each replication
consisted of one pair of products with unique positive and
common negative features, a second pair with unique neg-
ative and common positive features, and a third pair with
all unique features. This was done in such a way that pooled
over replications. All product features were represented an
equal proportion of times in pairs pertaining to each stimulus
type.

Thus, for example, consider pairs with unique positive
and common negative features. In one replication, computer
A was described by features labeled P1, N1, and O1, as
shown in the bottom half of table 1, and computer B was
described by the features P2, N1, and O2. In the second
replication, computer A was described by P2, N2, and O2,
and computer B was described by P1, N2, and O1. Thus,
pooled over the two replications, each of the 12 product
features was used twice. Descriptions of pairs with unique
negative and common positive features, and pairs whose
features were all unique, were constructed in an analogous
manner, as shown in the bottom half of table 1. Conse-
quently, each of the 12 features was used the same number
of times at each level of product similarity.

Procedure. Participants were informed that we were
interested in how people make purchasing decisions on the
basis of limited information about the products they con-
sider. Then, in preference-first conditions, they received de-
scriptions of two computers, A and B (which were presented
sequentially on the same page), and indicated which one
they would prefer if they had to decide between them. Then,
on the next page of the form, participants under revocable
decision conditions were told to assume that they could
either decide to buy one of the two computers or could
postpone their choice until they saw what else was available.
They needed to indicate whether they would choose A,
choose B, or defer their choice. In irrevocable decision con-
ditions, they were told to assume that these were the only
computers available at a price they could afford and to de-
cide whether they would choose A, choose B, or buy no
computer at all. Finally, all participants evaluated each prod-
uct separately along a scale from �5 (dislike very much)
to 5 (like very much).

In decision-first conditions, participants were asked at the
outset to indicate whether they would choose “one of the
computers” or not. Then, having done so, they reported their
preference for A or B. Finally, all participants were asked
to report their final decision to choose A, to choose B, or
to choose neither (to defer a choice in revocable decision
conditions or to buy no computer at all in irrevocable de-

cision conditions), and to evaluate each product separately
along a scale from �5 (dislike very much) to 5 (like very
much).

Results

Purchase Likelihood. According to hypothesis 1, par-
ticipants should be more willing to make a purchase if they
have previously reported their preferences for the choice
alternatives than if they have not. This hypothesis was sup-
ported. The top half of table 2 summarizes the proportion
of participants who indicated they would make a purchase
in each order condition, pooled over three levels of feature
similarity. (No effects involving the latter variable were sig-
nificant, .) Participants were generally more likely top 1 .10
make a purchase if they had stated their preference at the
outset than if they had decided whether to buy at the outset
(.47 vs. .17, Wald , ). (Wald chi-squares2x p 10.59 p ! .01
reported in this article were analyzed by employing Catmod
procedure in SAS.) This difference did not depend on
whether the choice alternatives had positive, negative, or no
features in common ( ). However, the effect of re-p 1 .10
porting preferences had a greater effect when the decision
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TABLE 2

LIKELIHOOD OF DECIDING TO PURCHASE AND PRODUCT
EVALUATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF PREFERENCE-DECISION

ORDER AND DECISION REVOCABILITY—EXPERIMENT 1

Preference
first

Decision
first

Likelihood of deciding to make
a purchase:

Revocable decision .23 .12
Irrevocable decision .70 .21

Evaluations:
Revocable decision .25 .39
Irrevocable decision .40 �.78

was irrevocable (.70 vs. .21) than when it was not (.23 vs.
.12). Although the difference in these effects was not sig-
nificant ( ), it is worth noting in light of other resultsp 1 .10
to be reported.

Product Evaluations. According to hypothesis 2, par-
ticipants should evaluate choice alternatives more favorably
under preference-first conditions than under decision-first con-
ditions. Data bearing on this hypothesis are shown in the bottom
half of table 2. Participants’ overall evaluations of the prod-
ucts (averaged over the two alternatives) were more fa-
vorable under preference-first conditions ( ) thanM p 0.33
under decision-first conditions ( ) as hypoth-M p �0.19
esized, , .1 Moreover, the mag-F (1, 112) p 2.51 p ! .06dir

nitude of this effect, like the corresponding effect of pref-
erence-decision order on purchase likelihood, did not
depend significantly ( ) on whether the choice al-p 1 .10
ternatives had unique positive (and common negative)
features (0.82 vs. 0.29), unique negative (and common
positive) features (0.20 vs. �0.25), or all unique features
(�.05 vs. �0.63; ). However, the interaction ofp 1 .10
preference-decision order and choice revocability was
significant ( , ) and is attributableF(1, 112) p 4.12 p ! .05
to the fact that the effect of stating preferences on product
evaluations, like its effect on purchase likelihood, was
greater when the decision to buy was irrevocable (0.40
vs. �0.78, , ) than when it wasF(1, 112) p 6.56 p ! .05
revocable (0.25 vs. 0.39, ).2p 1 .10

1Here and elsewhere, predicted effects were evaluated on the basis of a
directional F-test ( ). These tests, which involve a comparison of halfFdir

of the cells of the design with the mean of the other half, are equivalent
to a one-tailed t-test, where (for further discussion, see Keppel2F p t
[1991, 122–23]).

2Evaluations under revocable-decision conditions were more favorable
when the choice alternatives had unique positive (and common negative)
features ( ) than when they had unique negative (and commonM p 1.48
positive) features ( , , ), and this was trueM p 0.03 F(1, 112) p 6.70 p ! .05
under both preference-first conditions (1.55 vs. �0.25) and decision-first
conditions (1.41 vs. 0.30). However, evaluations when the decision was
irrevocable did not appreciably depend on feature similarity ( ), andp 1 .10
this was also true regardless of whether preferences or decisions were
reported first. The interaction of feature similarity (unique positive vs.
unique negative) and choice revocability was significant, F(1, 112) p

, .4.75 p ! .05

Supplementary Data. To summarize, both purchase
decisions and evaluations were greater under preference-first
than under decision-first conditions when the decision not
to buy was irrevocable, as we hypothesized. When the de-
cision not to buy was revocable, however, inducing a which-
to-buy mind-set had relatively little impact. However, the
likelihood of deciding to make a purchase under revocable
choice conditions was generally very low (.23 vs. .12 under
preference-first and decision-first conditions, respectively;
see table 2). This suggests that when choice alternatives
were relatively unattractive, participants were generally re-
luctant to make a purchase if a decision could be deferred.

If this is so, however, making the choice alternatives more
attractive should increase the overall likelihood of making
a purchase and should make the effects of a which-to-buy
mind-set more apparent. To examine this possibility, we
constructed a partial replication of the study under revocable
decision conditions in which the negative features “low CPU
speed” and “poor sound quality” (see table 1) were replaced
by the less negative attributes “little software included” and
“energy consuming.” This follow-up experiment was done
under conditions in which all features were unique, thus
providing the strongest test of our mind-set conceptualiza-
tion. Eighty-nine additional participants were assigned ran-
domly to either preference-first or decision-first conditions.
As expected, the overall purchase likelihood increased from
19% in the main experiment (revocable/all-unique condi-
tions) to 47% in the present follow-up study, confirming the
assumption that purchase likelihood would be greater when
the product attributes were more favorable. Furthermore,
their likelihood of making a purchase was greater when they
had reported preferences at the outset (.60) than when they
had not (.34). This difference, which was reliable (Wald

, ), contrasts with the difference obtained2x p 5.85 p ! .05
in the main experiment under all unique conditions (.20 vs.
.18). Moreover, it is similar in magnitude to the difference
observed under irrevocable choice conditions of the main
experiment when features of the alternatives were all unique
(.64 vs. .30). Thus, the difference strengthens our assump-
tion that the effect of a which-to-buy mind-set generalizes
over revocable and irrevocable choice conditions.

Discussion

The results of this experiment confirm both hypothesis 1
and hypothesis 2. Therefore, they provide indirect support
for the assumption that reporting preferences induces a
which-to-buy mind-set that increases both the willingness
to make a purchase and evaluations of the choice alterna-
tives. The effect of preference-decision order on both pur-
chase likelihood and product evaluations was somewhat
greater in the main experiment when the choice was irrev-
ocable. As we noted, however, this difference is at least
partially attributable to the fact that the choice alternatives
employed in the main experiment were rather unfavorable.
It seems reasonable to conclude that although reporting pref-
erences at the outset produces a general increase in the will-
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ingness to make a purchase, the effect may be greater when
the choice alternatives are relatively favorable.

Furthermore, the effect of the mind-set did not depend
on the similarity of the features of the choice alternatives.
This indicates that the effects of mind-set occurred over and
above the effects that Dhar and Nowlis (2004) postulated.
(In Dhar and Nowlis’s research, the opportunity to defer
making a choice was provided at the outset along with the
options “choose A” and “choose B.” Under preference-first
conditions of the present study, participants were only asked
to state a preference at the outset and were not asked to
make a purchase decision until later.)

Although the results of experiment 1 are consistent with
our assumption that a which-to-buy mind-set underlies the
effects of stating preferences on purchase likelihood, more
direct evidence of such a mind-set is necessary. The next
two studies provided this evidence, showing that which-
to-buy mind-set developed in one situation can persist and
influence thoughts or decisions in subsequent, unrelated
situations.

EXPERIMENT 2

Both Gollwitzer et al. (1990) and Dhar et al. (2007) found
a carryover effect of mind-sets. Correspondingly, we ex-
pected that if reporting preferences induces a which-to-buy
mind-set, this mind-set should carry over to other situations
to which the mind-set is potentially relevant. In particular,
the effect of a which-to-buy mind-set, if activated in one
domain, should influence participants’ willingness to make
a purchase in domains that are unrelated to the one in which
the mind-set is induced. Experiment 2 provided support for
this possibility.

Participants were instructed either to state their prefer-
ences for one product (without making purchasing deci-
sions) or to decide whether to make a purchase at the outset
(without stating preferences). Then, they were exposed to a
second decision task involving the choice of two vacation
packages. If reporting preferences about computers induces
a which-to-buy mind-set, and if this mind-set remains acti-
vated when participants consider the vacation tasks, it should
increase the willingness to choose a vacation package.

Method

One hundred MBA students at Shanghai University of
Finance and Economics participated as part of a classroom
exercise. Participants were asked to consider two computers
(A and B) whose features were all unique. After reviewing
the product descriptions, participants in decision-only con-
ditions indicated whether they would want to choose one of
the computers (either A or B) or defer making a choice. Par-
ticipants in preference-only conditions stated their preference
for the computers. Unlike previous experiments, however,
evaluations of the computers were not assessed. (This was
done to avoid possible contamination by factors other than
the initial instructional manipulations.)

Participants then considered a second choice situation in-

volving two equally attractive vacation packages. The de-
scriptions used in the second task were based on materials
used in earlier research (e.g., Dhar and Sherman 1996; Hous-
ton and Sherman 1995). Specifically, descriptions were con-
structed from a pool of six positive features (beautiful scenery,
plenty of nightspots, etc.) and six negative features (expen-
sive, crowded, etc.). Pairs of alternatives (A and B), each
described by a unique set of three positive and three negative
features, were constructed in a manner analogous to those
used to construct the computer descriptions. Participants read
the two descriptions and then indicated whether they would
want to choose vacation package A, to choose package B, or
to defer making a choice.

Results and Discussion

We expected that participants would be more likely to
choose a specific vacation package if they had stated their
preference for the computers they considered in domain 1
than if they had considered whether to make a purchase in
the first domain. This was the case. Specifically, 68% of the
47 participants in preference-only conditions chose one of
the two vacation packages in domain 2, whereas only 42%
of the 53 participants in decision-only conditions did so
(Wald , ).2x p 6.90 p ! .01

Our results are also consistent with our conjecture con-
cerning the conditions that underlie shopping momentum
(Dhar et al. 2007). If making a tentative decision to purchase
were sufficient to induce the implemental mind-set that leads
to shopping momentum, participants in decision-only con-
ditions should be more likely to choose a vacation package
in domain 2 if they had reported being willing to purchase
one of the computers in domain 1 than if they had decided
to defer making a choice. In fact, however, they were equally
likely to choose a vacation package in the former case (.42,

) than in the latter (.41, ). Thus, simply mak-N p 19 N p 34
ing an affirmative decision in the first step of deliberation
was not sufficient to activate the implemental mind-set that
underlies shopping momentum. Experiment 3 examined this
possibility further.

EXPERIMENT 3

The development of a which-to-buy mind-set is obviously
not the only determinant of purchase decisions. Other factors
(cost, the similarity of the alternatives to a product one
already owns, or the inherent unattractiveness of the alter-
natives available; see experiment 1) may often lead indi-
viduals to forgo a purchase even if a which-to-buy mind-
set has been activated. The question arises as to whether the
effect of the mind-set induced by reporting preferences
would persist in these conditions. To examine this possi-
bility, experiment 2 was replicated with one modification.
That is, participants who reported their preferences in the
first domain (computers) were asked after doing so to in-
dicate their final purchase decision. These participants
should be generally more inclined to make a purchase than
participants in decision-only conditions. If the mind-set ac-
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tivated by reporting preferences in this domain generalizes
to other domains, these participants should also be more
inclined to make a purchase in domain 2 (vacation packages)
independent of the purchase decision they made in the first
domain. If the decision to forgo a purchase in the first do-
main breaks the mind-set that was formed in the course of
reporting preferences, however, this generalization should
occur only among participants who make a purchase in the
first domain and should not be evident among participants
who decline to do so.

Method

Subjects and Design. Fifty-six undergraduate students
at Hong Kong University of Science and Technology were
paid HKD$40 to participate. The materials and procedure
were similar to those employed in experiment 2. However,
both feature similarity and choice conditions were manip-
ulated. Thus, the conditions of task 1 varied over cells of a
2 (preference first vs. decision only) # 3 (feature similarity:
unique positive/common negative vs. unique negative/com-
mon positive vs. all unique) design.

Procedure. Product descriptions for the first decision
task were constructed from the same materials employed in
experiment 2 but varied over conditions to provide three
levels of feature similarity similar to those shown in the
bottom half of table 1. Subjects in preference-first conditions
were asked after reading the product descriptions to indicate
which computer they preferred. Then, they made a purchase
decision by checking one of three options: choose A, choose
B, and defer choice. In contrast, participants in decision-
only conditions were first asked to decide if they wanted to
purchase “one of the alternatives” (without indicating which
one) or to defer a choice. Then, all subjects estimated how
much they liked each of the computers by circling a number
along a scale from �5 (dislike very much) to 5 (like very
much).

All participants then proceeded to the second decision
task. In this case, they considered two vacation packages
(also denoted A and B), based on the same sets of features
used in experiment 2. The feature similarity of the vacation
packages that participants considered was in all cases the
same as that of the computers they had judged earlier. (For
example, if the two computers had unique positive and com-
mon negative features in the first task, the two alternative
vacation packages also had unique positive and common
negative features.) After reading the descriptions, they re-
ported whether they wanted to choose A, choose B, or defer
their choice.

Results

Decisions and Judgments, Domain 1. Participants
were more likely to make a purchase in preference-first con-
ditions (.54) than in decision-only conditions (.25), Wald

, , consistent with hypothesis 1 and the2x p 4.63 p ! .05
results of experiment 1. However, neither the main effect

of feature similarity nor its interaction with instructional
conditions was reliable ( ).p 1 .10

Participants’ evaluations of the two computers showed
a similar pattern. That is, participants generally evaluated
the computers more favorably when they had reported pref-
erences first ( ) than when they had decidedM p 0.63
whether to buy one of them at the outset ( ),M p �0.27

, . However, neither the effect ofF (1, 50) p 2.88 p ! .05dir

feature similarity nor its interaction with instructional con-
ditions was reliable ( ).p 1 .10

Purchase Decisions, Domain 2. If the activation of a
which-to-buy mind-set in the course of stating preferences
in domain 1 persists independent of the decision to make a
purchase in this domain, this should be reflected in a greater
disposition to purchase a vacation package under preference-
first than under decision-only conditions, regardless of pre-
vious decisions about computers. If, however, deciding not
to make a purchase breaks the mind-set that is induced by
reporting preferences, this generalization should be evident
only among participants who reported an inclination to buy
a computer in domain 1 rather than deferring. Results sup-
port the latter possibility.

The overall likelihood of choosing a vacation package in
domain 2 was greater if participants had reported preferences
in domain 1 (.56, pooled over the three levels of feature
similarity) than if they had not (.39), but this difference was
not significant ( ). In fact, however, this differencep 1 .10
was pronounced among participants who had decided to
make a purchase in domain 1 (.80 vs. .29, Wald 2x p

, ) but was negligible among participants who4.75 p ! .05
had decided not to purchase in the first domain (.31 vs. .48,

). The interaction of domain 1 decision and instruc-p 1 .10
tional conditions (preference first vs. decision only) was
significant (Wald , ). These effects were2x p 5.46 p ! .05
independent of feature similarity, which had no impact at
all on purchase decisions in this study ( ).p 1 .10

These data may also bear on the effect of shopping mo-
mentum. When participants had not reported preferences in
domain 1, their inclination to make a purchase in domain
2 did not depend on whether they had decided to make a
purchase in domain 1 or not (.29 vs. .48, respectively;

). When they had reported preferences in domain 1,p 1 .10
however, they were substantially more inclined to make a
purchase in the second domain if they had decided to make
a purchase in the first domain than if they had not (.80 vs.
.31, Wald , ). This suggests that reporting2x p 6.21 p ! .05
preferences along with making a purchase decision was suf-
ficient to activate an implemental mind-set that underlies
shopping momentum even in the absence of making an ac-
tual purchase.

EXPERIMENT 4

The first three experiments are quite consistent with the
assumption that stating preferences before making a pur-
chase decision induces a which-to-buy mind-set that, once
activated, increases the willingness to make a purchase in
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both the present product domain and other unrelated do-
mains. In these studies, however, purchasing behavior was
inferred from participants’ responses to hypothetical sce-
narios. To ensure the relevance of our findings to shopping
behavior outside the laboratory, it is necessary to show that
inducing a which-to-buy mind-set would influence actual
purchasing behavior. Experiment 4 provided this evidence.
In addition, it increased confidence in the generalizability
of our findings by using a more direct induction of mind-
set than that employed in other experiments.

Method

Sixty undergraduates at Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology participated, in groups of 9–10 each. The
study was conducted at the end of a 1-hour experimental
session in which a number of studies unrelated to purchasing
behavior were performed. Participant groups were randomly
assigned to one of two conditions. Participants in mind-set
conditions were instructed that we wanted to pretest some
materials to be used in another experiment concerning con-
sumer preferences. On this pretense, they read descriptions
of five pairs of products or services (vacation packages,
elective courses, mobile phones, restaurants, and MP3 play-
ers), each described by 4–5 attributes, and indicated the item
in each pair that they would prefer. Control participants did
not complete this task.

The experimenter then announced that the experimental
session was over. She went on to indicate that some Kit Kat
chocolate bars and packages of M&Ms were left over from
a previous experiment on food tasting, that the unused items
(each costing approximately US$1.30) were for sale at half
price, and that they could purchase one upon leaving the
experiment if they wished. The experimenter then presented
a food container filled with both types of candies and asked
participants individually if they wanted to purchase one of
them. Participants who chose a candy paid about US$0.65.

Results

Eight of the 29 participants in mind-set conditions (28%)
purchased one package of chocolates. However, only two
of 31 participants in control conditions (6%) did so. The
difference between these proportions was significant (Wald

, ).2x p 4.13 p ! .05

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Stimulating consumers to purchase a product of one type
can often increase their likelihood of purchasing a different
type of product later (Dhar et al. 2007). However, simply
asking consumers which of two products they would prefer
can have a similar impact. Stating a preference appears to
induce a which-to-buy mind-set, leading people to think
about which of several products they would like to buy under
the implicit assumption that they have already decided to
buy one of them. Consequently, they are more disposed to
make a purchase than they otherwise would be.

Four studies provided converging support for this con-
clusion and the assumptions underlying it. Experiment 1
confirmed the hypotheses that people are more inclined to
purchase one of two products if they have previously con-
sidered which alternative they prefer than if they have not.
They also evaluate the alternatives more favorably in the
former case. Experiment 2 showed that inducing participants
to state a preference for alternatives in one product domain
increased their disposition to make a purchase in a subse-
quent, unrelated domain. Experiment 3 qualified these con-
ditions, showing that the which-to-buy mind-set induced by
reporting preferences does not generalize over domains if
participants have decided to forgo making a purchase in the
first domain and have broken the mind-set. Finally, exper-
iment 4 demonstrated that asking participants which option
they would prefer in a series of hypothetical choice situa-
tions increased the likelihood of actually purchasing a candy
from the experimenter upon leaving the study.

To account for these effects, we assumed that consumers
have a general shopping procedure or script (Schank and
Abelson 1977) stored in memory, which is composed of a
series of subgoals (deciding whether to buy, deciding which
product to buy, etc.). They are likely to retrieve and use this
procedure as a guide in making purchase decisions in both
laboratory and nonlaboratory situations. The subgoals that
comprise a procedure are typically activated and applied in
sequence, and the attainment of one subgoal is more likely
to activate subgoals that follow it than those that precede
it. Therefore, people who are asked to indicate which of
several products they prefer without thinking about whether
they want to make a purchase at all are likely to proceed
as if the “whether” decision has already been made affir-
matively. This increases their disposition to make a purchase
relative to conditions in which whether to buy is explicitly
considered at the outset.

Note, however, that this procedure assumes that people
have the opportunity to choose among two or more alter-
natives. When people have only one option, the second,
which-to-buy state of the procedure does not come into play,
and individuals are likely to move on immediately to the
next, implemental stage. The conditions that lead to shop-
ping momentum (Dhar et al. 2007) should be considered in
this context. In Dhar et al.’s research, participants were given
an opportunity to purchase a single product and either de-
cided to purchase it or not. In their studies, therefore, a
decision to buy was sufficient to complete the deliberative
stage of processing and consequently was likely to activate
the second, implemental stage, inducing the mind-set that
presumably underlies shopping momentum. When two or
more alternatives are available, however, an initial decision
to make a purchase does not complete the deliberate stage
of processing in the absence of a decision about which al-
ternative to buy. In this case, therefore, it may not spon-
taneously activate an implemental mind-set, and shopping
momentum may not occur, as the results of experiment 2
suggest. However, both a decision to buy and a decision of
which alternative to buy may be necessary to activate the
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implemental mind-set. Consequently, when participants in
experiment 3 were induced to report preferences for the
choice alternatives in domain 1 as well as deciding whether
to make a purchase, the decision they made did carry over
to the second domain they considered. This suggests the
possibility that if participants perform both activities nec-
essary for completion of the deliberative stage of processing,
it may be sufficient to activate the implemental stage (and
thus to induce an implemental mind-set) even in the absence
of making an actual purchase.

The results of experiment 4 raise additional possibilities.
That is, decisions to make a purchase in this study were
increased by inducing participants to state their preferences
for choice alternatives that had nothing to do with making
a purchase per se. This suggests that the process of stating
preferences per se, in the absence of any thoughts about
making a purchase, may be sufficient to induce a more gen-
eral “comparative judgment” mind-set that carries over to
purchase situations that people encounter later. Indeed, it is
interesting to speculate that the process of making compar-
ative judgments in general, regardless of the attribute being
compared, could have similar effects. Further investigations
of the diversity of comparative judgment experiences that can
influence purchase decisions may be worth contemplating.

As we have noted, however, a which-to-buy mind-set is
obviously not the only determinant of purchasing decisions,
and several factors can offset its impact. For one thing,
consumers undoubtedly have a threshold of acceptability for
the products they purchase, and if the choice alternatives
fall below the threshold, they are unlikely to make a pur-
chase, regardless of other considerations. Thus, in experi-
ment 1, where the choice alternatives were apparently not
very favorable, purchase likelihood was generally low, and
the effects of reporting preferences was small. When the
choice alternatives have more favorable attributes, the effect
of reporting preferences is more evident, as in the subsequent
studies we reported. These possibilities raise a general ques-
tion concerning the persistence of the mind-set over time.
Although the mind-set may generalize to choice situations
that one encounters shortly after it is induced, its effects
may be relatively transitory (for evidence that the accessi-
bility and use of cognitive procedures are of short duration,
see Schwarz and Wyer [1985]). Limitations on the duration
of a mind-set need to be clarified in future research.

An additional consideration in evaluating the generaliz-
ability of our findings is that participants in our studies were
explicitly asked to state their preferences before making
purchase decisions. Factors that lead people to form pref-
erences spontaneously, in the absence of experimental de-
mands, should be identified. The ease of comparing choice
alternatives, or salience of comparable attributes, might be
among these factors (Huber, Payne, and Puto 1982; Park
and Kim 2005).

We found limited evidence that the results we reported
were mediated by cancellation effects of the sort identified
by Dhar and Nowlis (2004). Cancellation effects on eval-
uations of choice alternatives have been frequently found

in other research in which the alternatives had common
features and participants were asked to make a comparison
of the alternatives before evaluating them. The failure to
find consistent effects of cancellation in the present research
may be attributable to procedural differences, as noted ear-
lier. Note that when cancellation effects did occur (i.e., in
experiment 1; see n. 2), they were restricted to product eval-
uations and were not reflected in purchase likelihood. This
suggests that at least in our research, the processes that
stimulated participants to disregard common features of the
choice alternatives occurred at the time the individual prod-
ucts were evaluated rather than at an earlier, decision stage.

The possible implications of our results for purchasing
behavior outside the laboratory are worth noting. For ex-
ample, salespersons may increase the likelihood of making
a sale by inducing customers to consider which of several
products they prefer while at the same time distracting them
from making a decision of whether they really want to buy
anything at all. Also, shoppers with an a priori need for a
particular type of product might spend time deciding which
of several alternatives they will prefer to purchase. Having
done so, however, they might unexpectedly encounter an
attractive line of products that they had not anticipated pur-
chasing. They might be more likely to make a purchase in
this second domain than they might if they had not had this
initial experience. Caution should obviously be taken in gen-
eralizing from choice behavior in hypothetical laboratory
situations to actual purchase situations in which motivation
is higher and the cost of the products is a consideration.
Nevertheless, these and other implications of our findings
may be worth examining.
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